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Objective: Delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI) is a common, disabling complication of subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH).
Preventing DCI is a key focus of neurocritical care, but interventions carry risk and cannot be applied indiscriminately.
Although retrospective studies have identified continuous electroencephalographic (cEEG) measures associated with
DCI, no study has characterized the accuracy of cEEG with sufficient rigor to justify using it to triage patients to interventions or clinical trials. We therefore prospectively assessed the accuracy of cEEG for predicting DCI, following the
Standards for Reporting Diagnostic Accuracy Studies.
Methods: We prospectively performed cEEG in nontraumatic, high-grade SAH patients at a single institution. The
index test consisted of clinical neurophysiologists prospectively reporting prespecified EEG alarms: (1) decreasing relative alpha variability, (2) decreasing alpha-delta ratio, (3) worsening focal slowing, or (4) late appearing epileptiform
abnormalities. The diagnostic reference standard was DCI determined by blinded, adjudicated review. Primary outcome measures were sensitivity and specificity of cEEG for subsequent DCI, determined by multistate survival analysis, adjusted for baseline risk.
Results: One hundred three of 227 consecutive patients were eligible and underwent cEEG monitoring (7.7-day
mean duration). EEG alarms occurred in 96.2% of patients with and 19.6% without subsequent DCI (1.9-day median
latency, interquartile range 5 0.9–4.1). Among alarm subtypes, late onset epileptiform abnormalities had the highest
predictive value. Prespecified EEG findings predicted DCI among patients with low (91% sensitivity, 83% specificity)
and high (95% sensitivity, 77% specificity) baseline risk.
Interpretation: cEEG accurately predicts DCI following SAH and may help target therapies to patients at highest risk
of secondary brain injury.
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A

neurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) impacts
600,000 patients worldwide annually, conferring 40%
mortality.1 Delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI), a common,
disabling complication, usually occurs 4 to 14 days after
onset. Despite tripling the odds of a poor 1-year outcome,2
DCI often goes unrecognized, limiting opportunities for
intervention. Accurately identifying impending DCI would
help target therapies to patients most likely to benefit.
However, conventional monitoring methods are intermittent, only modestly accurate,3 and commonly examine
only large vessel vasospasm, one of many mechanisms
upstream of DCI.4
Electroencephalography (EEG) provides a continuous measure of cerebral function with robust, predictable
responses to ischemia.5–10 Several small studies have proposed criteria for predicting DCI based on changes in
continuous EEG (cEEG) spectral features,7,10 including
decreasing alpha-to-delta power ratio (ADR) 6,7,9 or relative
alpha power variability (RAV).6,8 Other findings associated
with cerebral ischemia include epileptiform discharges,
rhythmic and periodic ictal–interictal continuum patterns,11–14 and isolated alpha suppression.5 Intracranial
electrocorticography suggests that cortical spreading depolarizations may be a phenomenon underlying cEEG changes
and DCI itself.15
No study to date has assessed the diagnostic accuracy of cEEG for DCI following the Standards for
Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (STARD).16
Prior studies employed retrospective, unblinded analysis
of cEEG and clinical data, and small cohorts.6–10 cEEG
analysis in these studies was performed offline, outside of
real-time clinical practice, and employed variable DCI
definitions.17 Therefore, the generalizability of previously
proposed cEEG criteria for predicting DCI remains
uncertain.
We prospectively assessed the sensitivity and specificity of cEEG performed as part of routine medical care for
predicting DCI, following STARD criteria. We applied a
consensus definition17 of the primary outcome, DCI,
using a blinded, adjudicated process, and prespecified
which cEEG findings constitute an alarm for impending
DCI. To ensure generalizability, we recruited a large number of consecutively monitored patients.

Patients and Methods
Study Design
In this prospective study, we assessed the diagnostic accuracy of
cEEG performed according to an institutional clinical care
guideline18 for consecutive patients with SAH within a single
neurosciences intensive care unit (ICU) over 2.5 years. The
clinical guideline recommends that cEEG begin within 48
hours of admission and continue for 10 days, among high
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FIGURE 1: Flow diagram of study (Standards for Reporting
of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies diagram). After the index
test results, results are sorted based on the reference standard (consensus criteria for the blinded determination of
delayed cerebral ischemia [DCI]). For the 124 excluded
patients, we list only the primary reason for exclusion in the
order of exclusion. cEEG 5 continuous EEG monitoring; EEG
electroencephalography; F 5 Fisher group; HH 5 Hunt and
Hess grade.

clinical or radiologic grade patients (Hunt and Hess [HH]
grade 4–5 or modified Fisher scale19 [mFS] grade 3–4). This
institutional guideline recommends prophylactic antiseizure
medication until ruptured aneurysms are secured.
Inclusion criteria were age  18 years; nontraumatic etiology; cEEG lasting  72 hours; and, in cases determined to have
DCI, cEEG data available within 24 hours of DCI. We
excluded patients initially presenting with status epilepticus.
Procedures conformed to the STARD criteria (Fig 1 and Supplementary Table S1).
A prespecified multistep process was conducted to determine DCI events, including blinded medical record review and
adjudication undertaken as part of a prospective quality
improvement initiative, as described below. Data archiving and
analysis were conducted under an institutional review board–
approved protocol.

Index Test
cEEG was recorded using the International 10-20 system of
scalp electrodes (Ives Electrodes, Newburyport, MA). Clinical
neurophysiologists reported cEEG findings prospectively in real
time, reviewing raw cEEG data (Natus, Pleasanton, CA) and
displays of quantitative trends (Persyst, Scottsdale, AZ) using
clinical EEG review software; data were reviewed by both clinical fellows and staff neurophysiologists, according to routine
clinical practice. All clinical neurophysiologists received special
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instruction in interpreting ICU EEG recordings and quantitative EEG trends (described below) used in monitoring SAH
patients. Clinical neurophysiologists routinely assessed for
medication-induced effects on the cEEG (eg, anesthetic doses),
communicating by telephone and face to face about EEG
findings.
Neurophysiologists issued twice-daily reports, prospectively
documenting the following cEEG findings, prespecified as electrophysiologic indicators of possible ischemia5–10,12,13,20,21: (1)
focal slowing or dropout of fast activity; (2) decreasing RAV; (3)
decreasing ADR; or (4) epileptiform abnormalities (EAs), including sporadic epileptiform discharges, lateralized rhythmic delta
activity (LRDA), lateralized periodic discharges (LPD), or generalized periodic discharges (GPD). Visual review and reporting of
these findings for a single 8- to 12-hour reporting epoch typically
takes our staff 20 to 30 minutes.
Details regarding the review process and alarm criteria
have been previously described by Muniz et al.18 An EEG
“alarm” was defined as description in the published clinical
EEG report of clear and persistent worsening or new emergence
over the majority of a single 8- to 12-hour epoch as defined for
any of the following 4 EEG features, compared with the previous 8- to 12-hour epoch, independent of baseline asymmetries
(eg, breach rhythms) or pathological features already present.
If > 1 alarm occurred, only the first was analyzed. Specific criteria for each feature are as follows.
1. FOCAL SLOWING OR DROPOUT OF FAST ACTIVI-

These focal features on raw EEG were prespecified as
increased power in the delta (<4Hz) or theta (4–7Hz) ranges
relative to the corresponding contralateral region. An alarm criterion of a “clear and persistent worsening or new emergence”
was defined as a qualitative change in the background from the
preceding epoch, explicitly described in the official clinical neurophysiology report, persisting the majority of an epoch.

TY.

Decreasing RAV was prespecified as a
visually apparent decline in the RAV grade over a single 8- to
12-hour epoch. RAV grades were reported for each 8- to 12hour EEG epoch based on the predominant amount of RAV
histogram variability best describing the epoch (4, excellent; 3,
good; 2, fair; 1, poor), as adapted from Vespa et al.8 RAV was
displayed with a histogram; bars were given by relative alpha
power (8–12Hz power divided by 1–20Hz power) computed
every 30 seconds. Spectral power was calculated as the squared
magnitude of the EEG signal Fourier transform. RAV was displayed for 6 regions (F3–C3, F4–C4, C3–T3, C4–T4, P3–O1,
P4–O2).18 For decreasing RAV, the alarm criterion of a “clear
and persistent worsening or new emergence” was defined as
worsening by 1 grade versus the preceding 8- to 12-hour
epoch (eg, from 3 [good] to 2 [fair]).
2. DECREASING RAV.

Decreasing ADR was prespecified as a
visually apparent decrement in the ADR trend. ADR was calculated using a moving average (2-minute window) of the ratio of
8 to 13Hz power (different from the 8–12Hz used for RAV
calculations) divided by 1 to 4Hz band power. Power was

3. DECREASING ADR.
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calculated by the squared magnitude of the EEG signal Fourier
transform. Separate ADR trends were computed for each hemisphere and displayed as overlapping lines of different colors to
facilitate assessment of hemispheric asymmetry.18 For decreasing
ADR, the alarm criterion of a “clear and persistent worsening
or new emergence” was defined to be a visually apparent
decrease over one or both hemispheres of (1) approximately
10% below baseline persisting for at least 6 consecutive hours
or (2) at least 50% below baseline for 1 or more hours, compared to the most recent epoch, as adapted from the retrospectively derived cutoffs of Claassen et al.9 This criterion was
applied in clinical practice based on visual analysis rather than
explicit calculations.
EAs were prespecified as sporadic epileptiform discharges, LRDA, LPD, or GPD, defined according to
the 2012 Standardized American Clinical Neurophysiology Society (ACNS) ICU EEG terminology.22 For an increase in EAs,
the alarm criterion of a “clear and persistent worsening or new
emergence” was defined as appearance of a pattern absent in
prior epochs (new emergence), or increase in the ACNS-defined
prevalence of the pattern, for example, from “occasional” LPDs
(1–9% of an epoch) to “frequent” (10–49% of an epoch).
EEG review relied on expert visual interpretation of the
EEG data as a gold standard. For example, the alarm criterion
of a “clear and persistent worsening or new emergence” is qualitative in the case of EEG focal slowing or dropout of fast activity and is semiquantitative but still reliant on expert visual
pattern recognition for decreasing ADR and epileptiform
abnormalities. We prespecified expert visual review rather than
computational analysis for the following reasons: (1) artifacts
require verification by raw EEG (eg, to identify blinking inducing delta waves or breach rhythms), (2) generalization to other
clinical practices requires an undistorted clinical workflow practicable at other institutions, and (3) expert visual analysis of
EEG in SAH has yet to be matched by computer algorithms.23
We promoted interrater reliability in several ways. First,
guidelines for reporting EEGs in patients with SAH were developed specifically for this purpose. Educational sessions were held
to instruct clinicians on applying the rules before their implementation. Institutional guidelines were posted in the EEG reading
area, referred to frequently, and ultimately published in a methodologic article18 available to the clinical neurophysiology community. Additionally, weekly clinical conferences were attended by
clinical neurophysiologists to review raw and quantitative EEG
data as a group to maintain consistency. Finally, attending physicians reviewed EEG data regularly with clinical trainees to promote consistent application of the EEG guidelines’ criteria.
Missing cEEG data (periods of interrupted or uninterpretable EEG) were handled using a carry-forward method; an
alarm could not be coded until explicitly recorded in the clinical report.
4. INCREASING EAs.

Primary Outcome Reference Standard
We defined the primary outcome as the first DCI event. In
STARD terminology, determination of DCI is the reference
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standard. DCI was determined based on a recent consensus definition17 as: neurological deficit or 2-point decrement of the
Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) persisting for 1 hour, not attributable to other causes, including rerupture, hydrocephalus, elevated intracranial pressure, procedure-related complications,
seizures, or systemic or metabolic abnormalities; or infarction
on follow-up computed tomography or magnetic resonance
imaging. EEG alarms not followed by DCI were considered
false positives; alarms followed by DCI were considered true
positives. Late EEG alarms (occurring after DCI) or absent
EEG alarms despite a DCI event were considered false
negatives.
DCI was determined by a prespecified blinded consensus
review using a multistep process: (1) independent medical
record review (by authors E.S.R., M.B.W., S.F.Z.) blinded to
cEEG findings and (2) adjudication in cases of disagreement.
Separate daily team interviews were performed to ensure that
limitations in medical record documentation did not lead to
missed events.

Other Clinical Testing
We used a composite admission risk score24 for baseline
risk stratification in our multistate survival model. We assessed
daily transcranial Doppler ultrasound (TCD) velocities for
comparison, using institutional peak systolic velocity (PSV)
thresholds for mild (>200cm/s), moderate (>250cm/s), or
severe (>300cm/s) vasospasm.

Prespecified Measures of Diagnostic Accuracy
The prespecified primary statistical measures were the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of cEEG for predicting DCI. Secondary outcome measures were odds ratios (ORs) for DCI for
2 cEEG alarm subtypes (background changes and epileptiform
findings) and the latency from cEEG alarm to DCI.

Exploratory Analysis
We additionally explored the association of EEG alarm subtypes
with DCI neurologic event subtypes.

Post Hoc Analysis for Bias
We examined the baseline characteristics of patients excluded
from the study due to lacking sufficient cEEG (72 hours) as
prespecified by the inclusion criteria, such that the index test
could not adequately be assessed (n 5 88; see Fig 1). We compared both baseline illness severity (age, modified Fisher radiologic grade, HH clinical grade, and composite admission risk
score) between these patients and the subjects who were
enrolled. In addition to examining baseline characteristics, we
examined rates of early withdrawal of life-sustaining therapy
(WLST; within 3 days of admission) that would prevent sufficient cEEG from being performed.

Post Hoc Analysis for Confounding
We examined the frequency with which antiseizure medications,
anesthetic infusions, and vasopressors were added, increased, or
decreased during the baseline period and during the EEG alarm
period, to ascertain the impact of management on state
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transitions. We defined dose or infusion rate increases or
decreases as a change of at least 50%, or an increase in medication administration frequency (eg, from every 12 hours to every
8 hours), compared to the dose or frequency at the beginning
of the baseline or EEG alarm state. Infusion changes were
required to persist for at least 2 hours.

Statistical Analysis
Baseline characteristics in patients with and without DCI were
compared utilizing t tests and Fisher exact tests. We used
1-tailed tests for radiologic grade, clinical grade, composite
admission risk score, and EEG monitoring duration because
prior literature19,24 suggests both symptomatic vasospasm and
poor long-term outcome are positively associated with these
factors. We used 2-tailed tests for age, gender, aneurysm management technique, and time from symptom onset to starting
cEEG because no literature consistently associates DCI with
these factors.
We measured the univariate time-dependent association
between the following findings and subsequent DCI: (1) any
documented EEG alarm; (2) EEG alarms due to worsening
slowing, ADR, or RAV; (3) EEG alarms due to new epileptiform abnormalities; and basic sonographic findings of (4) mild
(PSV > 200cm/s), (5) moderate (PSV > 250cm/s), and (6)
severe vasospasm (PSV > 300cm/s). Fisher exact test p values,
OR values, and OR 95% confidence intervals were calculated
for baseline characteristics.
A multistate survival analysis model,25 adjusted for baseline composite admission risk score,24 was prespecified as the
statistical measure assessing the time-dependent probability of
DCI following SAH onset. In our analysis, patients occupy 1 of
3 states at any given time (Fig 2A). Patients begin in the baseline state. Patients with an EEG alarm but without DCI are in
the alarm state. Patients who suffer a DCI event are in the DCI
state. Transitions are allowed only in one direction. This is
known as an “illness–death” model, with “illness” and “death”
corresponding to the alarm and DCI states.26,27 The proportional hazard assumption on state transitions was checked
graphically.27 We assumed that the baseline composite admission risk score affects all 3 transitions, but each transition has a
unique hazard rate function. Although cEEG monitoring duration varied (see Fig 2B), we did not treat data as censored
because: (1) all DCI events occurred during or within 24 hours
of cEEG monitoring; and (2) DCI is a clinical diagnosis, independent of cEEG. All events were defined with respect to the
final state of the patients 20 days after SAH onset (ie, DCI or
no DCI). True positive predictions were defined as cases in
which an EEG alarm preceded a diagnosis of DCI, that is, a
baseline!alarm!DCI state transition sequence. Missed events
were cases with DCI without a preceding EEG alarm, that is, a
baseline!DCI transition sequence. False alarms were cases with
an EEG alarm reported without subsequent DCI, that is, a
baseline!alarm transition sequence. Using this method, sensitivity and specificity were calculated for patients with a low,
medium, and high composite admission risk score.
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composite admission risk scores (score 5 1, 2.5, 4, respectively).
To quantify the precision of our estimates, we calculated Bayesian 95% credible intervals (CIs) via 10,000 rounds of bootstrapping, as follows. Bootstrapping was performed by sampling
with replacement from the 103 time-to-event entries in our
data (1 row per case in the cohort), with equal probabilities of
drawing each case. Bootstrap samples each had the same number of entries (103) as the original dataset. For each bootstrap
sample, we fit a full multistate survival model, and obtained
values for the parameters for the performance measures for
patients with low, intermediate, or high composite admission
risk score. In this way, we obtained 10,000 bootstrap values for
each of the statistics reported in Table 3. The 10,000 samples
can be interpreted as forming an approximate, nonparametric
posterior distribution for each parameter. The 95% CI was
then computed from each posterior distribution as the narrowest interval, that is, the interval of highest probability density
(including the mode of the distribution) containing 95% of the
total probability mass.
We carried out analyses using the mstate package28 in R
(The R Foundation) and Statistics Toolbox in MATLAB
(MathWorks, Natick, MA).

Results

FIGURE 2: Time-to-event data. (A) In the multistate survival
analysis, patients occupy 1 of 3 possible states at any given
time. Permissible transitions are indicated by arrows. (B)
State occupancy versus time for 103 subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) patients, starting from the time of hemorrhage
(t 5 0), continuing up to 20 days posthemorrhage. Green
bars indicate the baseline state (no electroencephalographic
[EEG] alarm or delayed cerebral ischemia [DCI] thus far); yellow, the alarm state; and red, the DCI state. White dots
indicate when EEG monitoring began, and black dots indicate when EEG monitoring ended.

In addition to sensitivity and specificity, we calculated
these measures of test performance: positive predictive value
(PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), false positive rate (1 2
specificity), positive likelihood ratio, negative likelihood ratio,
diagnostic OR, pretest probability of DCI, absolute risk
increase (ARI) after a positive test result, absolute risk decrease
after a negative test result, and the number needed to monitor
to successfully predict 1 additional DCI event (1/ARI). We estimated these statistics for patients with low, medium, and high
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Of 227 consecutive patients screened (April 2013 to
November 2015), 103 met criteria (75.7% women, mean
age 5 57.7 years; Table 1) and were enrolled. Fifty-two
(50.5%) developed DCI (see Fig 1). Patients with DCI
had higher baseline mFS, HH, and composite admission
risk scores (see Table 1). Subjects with and without DCI
did not differ statistically in age, gender, or proportion
undergoing endovascular aneurysm management. Patients
who were excluded due to insufficient EEG (Supplementary Table S2; n 5 88) did not differ in illness severity
(age, modified Fisher radiologic grade, HH clinical
grade, or the composite admission risk score). Patients
with early WLST were unlikely to undergo the index
test; 21 (23.9%) of the 88 patients not enrolled had early
WLST, whereas none of the 103 subjects enrolled had
early WLST (p < 0.0001).
Most DCI events were preceded by EEG alarms
(see Fig 2). EEG alarms were documented in 60 patients.
Of these, 50 preceded DCI, and 10 were false positives.
Forty-three patients had no EEG alarms; 41 were true
negatives, and 2 developed DCI without a preceding
EEG alarm. From these numbers, unadjusted sample statistics for cEEG as a predictor for DCI were: sensitivity,
96.2%; specificity, 80.4%; PPV, 83.3%; and NPV,
95.4%.
We examined the predictive value of prespecified
EEG alarm subtypes (Table 2). Background deterioration
(new slowing, decreasing ADR, or decreasing RAV)
strongly predicted DCI (63.5% vs 17.7%; OR 9.11,
Volume 83, No. 5
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TABLE 1. Patient Characteristics
Characteristic

DCI, n 5 52

No DCI, n 5 51

p

Age, yr, mean 6 SD

59.6 6 14.6

55.8 6 12.7

0.16

Female, %

82.7

68.6

0.11

Modified Fisher scale, mean 6 SD

3.3 6 0.5

3.1 6 0.3

0.03

Hunt and Hess grade > 3, %

50.0

21.6

<0.01

Composite admission risk score 6 SD

2.4 6 0.82

2.0 6 0.8

0.01

Aneurysm location, %

0.42

Anterior cerebral artery

28.9

30.8

Middle cerebral artery

19.2

7.7

Internal carotid artery

19.2

13.5

Posterior communicating artery

17.3

19.23

Vertebrobasilar and posterior cerebral artery

11.5

17.3

Other

3.9

9.6

Endovascular aneurysm management, %

48.1

58.8

0.32

EEG monitoring start time, days after SAH onset 6 SD

1.5 6 0.9

1.5 6 1.3

0.99

EEG monitoring duration, days, mean 6 SD

9.1 6 3.3

6.3 6 2.4

<0.01

Time of DCI, days after SAH onset, mean 6 SD

6.6 6 2.4

—

—

DCI 5 delayed cerebral ischemia; EEG 5 electroencephalographic; SAH 5 subarachnoid hemorrhage; SD 5 standard deviation.

95% CI 5 3.25–20.2, p < 0.01). EEG alarms due to
new or worsening epileptiform abnormalities showed a
stronger association (63.5% vs 7.84%, OR 5 20.4, 95%
CI 5 6.36–65.5, p < 0.01). A post hoc analysis of

background deterioration showed that RAV had a particularly low false positive rate (2%) and the highest OR
within the subtypes of EEG background deterioration.
Deterioration of the raw EEG alone was reported in only

TABLE 2. Univariate Association between Time-Dependent Predictors and Subsequent DCI
Predictor

DCI, n 5 52

No DCI, n 5 51

OR (95% CI)

p

96.2%

19.6%

102.5 (21.3–494)

<0.01

63.5%

17.7%

8.11 (3.25–20.2)

<0.01

Worsening focal slowing

15.4%

7.8%

2.14 (0.60–7.60)

0.19

Worsening ADR

32.7%

9.8%

4.47 (1.50–13.3)

<0.01

Worsening RAV

42.3%

2.0%

36.7 (4.70–286.11)

<0.01

63.5%

7.84%

20.4 (6.36–65.5)

<0.01

Maximum PSV > 200cm/s

75.0%

45.1%

3.65 (1.58–8.42)

<0.01

Maximum PSV > 250cm/s

57.7%

33.3%

2.73 (1.2–6.1)

0.01

Maximum PSV > 300cm/s

30.8%

19.6%

1.80 (0.73–4.52)

0.14

Any EEG alarm documented
Worsening slowing, ADR, or RAV

New epileptiform abnormality
Sonographic vasospasm

ARD 5 alpha-to-delta ratio; CI 5 confidence interval; DCI 5 delayed cerebral ischemia; EEG 5 electroencephalographic; OR 5 odds ratio;
PSV 5 transcranial Doppler ultrasound peak systolic velocity; RAV 5relative alpha variability.
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TABLE 3. Performance Measures for Delayed Cerebral Ischemia Prediction following Subarachnoid Hemorrhage
Using Continuous Electroencephalographic Monitoring, Stratified by Composite Admission Risk Score
Measure

Low Risk

Medium Risk

High Risk

Sensitivity, %

91 (81–98)

94 (88–99)

95 (87–99)

Specificity, %

83 (71–93)

80 (69–90)

77 (36–99)

1

LR

5.37 (3.1–13.2)

4.7 (3.0–9.8)

4.2 (1.5–66.3)

LR2

0.1 (0.02–0.24)

0.08 (0.02–0.15)

0.06 (0.01–0.22)

PTP, %

37 (25–50)

58 (50–66)

79 (61–92)

ARI, %

39 (26–51)

29 (21–36)

15 (4–28)

PPV, %

76 (58–90)

87 (79–94)

94 (79–100)

ARR, %

32 (20–43)

48 (39–57)

60 (30–77)

NPV, %

94 (87–99)

90 (81–98)

81 (47–97)

DOR

52 (16–448)

57 (24–321)

69 (8–4,204)

NNM

2.6 (2.0–3.8)

3.5 (2.8–4.8)

6.7 (3.6–25.3)

Statistical measures given in the table as parameter estimate (Bayesian 95% credible interval) are determined using multistate survival analysis. Low,
medium, and high baseline risk levels correspond to composite admission risk scores of 1, 2.5, and 4.
ARI 5 absolute risk increase; ARR 5 absolute risk reduction; DOR 5 diagnostic odds ratio; LR 5 likelihood ratio; NNM 5 number needed to
monitor (1/ARI); NPV 5 negative predictive value; PPV 5 positive predictive value; PTP 5 pretest probability.

15.4% of patients with subsequent DCI, whereas the
overall rate of background abnormalities rose to 63.5%
when including all 3 indicators of background deterioration. Background deterioration and epileptiform alarm
subtypes were also synergistic; detection of any EEG
alarm conferred substantially higher risk (96.2% vs
19.6%, OR 5 102.5, 95% CI 5 21.3–494, p < 0.01).
For comparison, we examined the association of
TCD vasospasm with DCI (see Table 2). Mild vasospasm
(PSV > 200cm/s) was significantly more common in DCI
cases (75.0% vs 45.1%); however, compared with EEG, the
association was substantially weaker (OR 3.65, 95%
CI 5 1.58–8.42, p < 0.01). Moderate vasospasm (PSV >
250cm/s) predicted DCI weaklier (57.7% vs 33.3%,
OR 5 2.73, 95% CI 5 1.2–6.1, p 5 0.01). Severe vasospasm
(PSV > 300cm/s) was not a significant predictor (30.8% vs
19.6%, OR 5 1.80, 95% CI 5 0.73–4.52, p 5 0.14).
To investigate diagnostic accuracy accounting for
time dependence, monitoring duration, and baseline risk,
we fit a multistate survival model to the time-to-event
data, using the composite admission risk score as a baseline covariate. Table 3 reports the resulting diagnostic
accuracy, estimated from the proportion of patients predicted to be in each state 20 days after SAH. The plots
in Figure 3 show how these values arise from the evolution of state probabilities (see Fig 3A–C). Transitions to
964

the EEG alarm state begin around day 2; transitions to
DCI begin around day 3. State transitions cease by day
15. In high-risk patients, the high prevalence of DCI
(79%, 95% CI 5 61–92) and high PPV of EEG alarms
(94%, 95% CI 5 79–100) arise from a high rate of transitions to the alarm state and from nearly all patients with
alarms subsequently transitioning to DCI. Conversely, for
low-risk patients, the low DCI prevalence (37%, 95%
CI 5 25–50) and lower PPV (76%, 95% CI 5 58–90)
arise from a lower rate of transitions into the alarm state
and from some patients of low admission risk with EEG
alarms never developing DCI. Similar considerations
explain the higher NPV of EEG alarms for patients with
low (94%, 95% CI 5 87–99) compared to those with
high baseline risk (81%, 95% CI 5 47–97).
The model also assigns a time-dependent risk of
DCI, individualized by baseline admission risk and
the specific time a cEEG alarm (if any) is reported (see
Fig 3D–F). Of the low-risk subgroup (composite admission risk score 5 1), 0% had an HH score of 4–5 at
admission, whereas 86% of the high-risk subgroup (composite admission risk score 5 4) had an HH score of 4–5
at admission.
The number needed to monitor to predict 1 additional case of DCI (NNM) ranged from 2.6 among patients
with low admission risk, to 6.7 among those at high risk
Volume 83, No. 5
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FIGURE 3: Delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI) probability as a function of postbleed time for patients with low (A,D), medium
(B,E) and high (C,F) baseline risk. (A–C) Multistate survival model used to quantify the time-dependent risk of transitioning (1)
from the baseline state, without DCI and without a continuous electroencephalographic monitoring (cEEG) warning (green), to
the alarm state, in which there has been a cEEG warning but no DCI (yellow); (2) from the alarm state to DCI following a cEEG
warning (pink), thus becoming a true positive case; or (3) from the baseline state to DCI without a preceding cEEG warning
(red), thus becoming a false negative case. From the stacked probability plots, one can calculate that cEEG has a positive predictive value ranging from 76% in patients with low baseline risk to 94% in patients with high baseline risk. (D–F) Examples of
individualized risk curves, derived from the multistate survival model. The probability of subsequent DCI decreases each day
following subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), starting from a point that depends on the composite admission risk score (green
curve). Patients for whom the clinical neurophysiologist detects a cEEG alarm are at increased risk for DCI and move to the
yellow probability curve, which reflects a higher probability of DCI. (D) A case with no alarm and no DCI in a low-risk patient
(true positive). (E) A case in a medium-risk patient with an alarm on day 6 but ultimately no DCI (false positive). (F) A case in a
high-risk patient with an alarm on day 6, followed by a DCI on day 8 (true positive).

FIGURE 4: Latency from continuous electroencephalographic
monitoring (cEEG) alarm to diagnosis of delayed cerebral
ischemia (DCI). The histogram shows the proportion of the
50 true positive cases (y-axis) occurring within each time
latency interval (x-axis) from cEEG alarm to DCI. The 2 false
negative DCI cases had no EEG alarm and are not shown.
The median duration from EEG alarm to DCI was 1.9 days
(minimum 5 30 minutes, maximum 5 9.1 days). Forty-one
(82%) 50 true positive cases had a lead time > 12 hours.
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(see Table 3). The lower NNM in low-risk, noncomatose
patients reflects the larger change from pre- to posttest probability when an EEG alarm occurs (ARI 5 39%) compared
with a high-risk patient (ARI 5 15%).
The latency from an EEG alarm to DCI in true
positive cases ranged from 30 minutes to 9.1 days
(median 5 1.9 days, interquartile range 5 0.9–4.1; Fig 4)
and exceeded 12 hours in 82% of cases (n 5 41).
Clinical presentations for the 52 DCI events varied. Presenting signs occurring in isolation were new
or worsening focal weakness (38%, n 5 20), decline in
level of consciousness (LOC; 33%, n 5 17), or aphasia
(8%, n 5 4). DCI was silent in 4 cases, discovered
incidentally upon neuroimaging. DCI presented in 7
cases (13%) with combinations of signs, including
focal weakness plus either decreased LOC (n 5 4),
infarction on imaging (n 5 1), aphasia (n 5 1), or
decreased LOC accompanied by a new radiologic
infarct (n 5 1).
Figure 5 categorizes EEG findings preceding DCI
among the 50 true positive cases by EEG alarm subtypes
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and DCI subtypes. More than 1 EEG feature of worsening was often present; focal EEG abnormalities were evident for most true positive DCI predictions, including
18 of 27 (67%) with focal weakness, 17 of 22 (77%)
with decline in LOC, all 6 (100%) with radiologic
infarction, and 4 (80%) of 5 with aphasia. Among true
positive alarms from epileptiform abnormalities (n 5 33),
most (82%, n 5 27) were in patients without prior epileptiform activity; the rest were due to increasing frequency of epileptiform discharges or periodic patterns
(eg, from 1Hz to 2Hz; n 5 4, 12%), or increasing prevalence (eg, from intermittent to continuous; n 5 3, 9%).
Although status epilepticus prior to enrollment was an
exclusion criterion for the study, 1 patient developed status epilepticus during the study period, which was

nonconvulsive. In this patient, the last seizure recorded
was 5 days before an EEG alarm, and the EEG alarm in
this patient was due to background deterioration rather
than epileptiform activity.
The 2 undetected (false negative) DCI events
included 1 patient developing left hemiparesis that was
transient but long enough to meet the DCI consensus
definition, and 1 with re-emergence of leg weakness that
had been present days prior.
There was no association to suggest that state transitions (baseline to alarm, or alarm to DCI) were due to
adding, increasing, or decreasing antiseizure medications,
anesthetic infusions, or vasopressor infusions (Supplementary Table S3). On the contrary, the only apparent
association that reached statistical significance was that
patients who transitioned from baseline to the alarm state
were less likely to have had new antiseizure medications
started compared with patients who did not have EEG
deterioration (6.67% vs 23.3%, p 5 0.02). These results
suggest that changes in medications do not cause the
baseline to alarm or alarm to DCI state transitions.

Discussion
This prospective study, performed according to STARD
criteria, demonstrates that cEEG monitoring accurately
predicts DCI following SAH. Routine reporting of visually identified cEEG features (new or worsening ADR
trends, RAV trends, focal slowing, epileptiform discharges, or rhythmic and periodic patterns) showed

FIGURE 5.
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FIGURE 5: Electroencephalographic (EEG) changes reported
before a clinical diagnosis of delayed cerebral ischemia
(DCI). EEG alarms for the 50 true positive predictions of
DCI are divided by clinical presentation with (A) focal motor
deficits (n 5 27), (B) decreased level of consciousness (LOC;
n 5 22), (C) new infarct on computed tomography (CT) or
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI; n 5 6), or (D) aphasia
(n 5 5). Black bars indicate the percentage of cases with
focal EEG abnormalities, including decreases in relative
alpha variability (RAV-F) or alpha-delta ratio (ADR-F), new or
increased focal slowing (SLO-F), focal sporadic epileptiform
spikes or sharp waves (SS-F), and new or worsening lateralized periodic discharges (LPD) or lateralized rhythmic delta
activity (LRDA). Gray bars indicate the percentage of cases
with continuous EEG worsening in a bilaterally symmetric
distribution, including symmetric decreases in relative alpha
variability (RAV-B) or alpha-delta ratio (ADR-B), new or
increased generalized slowing (SLO-B), bilaterally synchronous (usually frontally predominant) sporadic epileptiform
spikes or sharp waves (SS-B), and new or worsening generalized periodic discharges (GPD). Numbers above the bars
indicate the number of DCI subtype events preceded by a
given EEG finding. Note that alarms may include multiple
EEG abnormalities; thus, the numbers above the black and
gray bars do not add up to the total number of DCI events
with a given presenting sign. Moreover, some DCI events
presented with >1 clinical finding; thus, the total number of
presenting signs is >50.
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excellent sensitivity and high specificity across baseline
risk levels. The number of patients needed to monitor to
predict one additional case of DCI prior to clinical
symptoms was between 3 and 7.
cEEG predicted DCI over 24 hours before clinical
symptoms in the majority of cases, prospectively validating
findings from previous retrospective studies8,29 and demonstrating the opportunity for cEEG to aid early detection
of and rescue from impending secondary brain injury. We
speculate that early cEEG findings that predict DCI represent a presymptomatic early phase of subclinical ischemia
ultimately becoming persistent or severe enough to manifest. One mechanism by which this may occur is through
cortical spreading depolarizations, which may manifest in
intracranial EEG as transient electrographic suppressions
associated with local transient brain tissue hypoxia, ultimately culminating in infarction when spreading depolarizations are repeated over time, cluster, or occur in the
setting of vasospasm or hypotension.15,30
An important secondary finding is that EEG predicts DCI with greater sensitivity and specificity than
TCD criteria employing absolute velocities, which identify DCI with poor sensitivity,31 late detection,10 and
high false positive rates.9 TCD interrogates vascular supply alone, whereas the “supply-demand mismatch model”32 of DCI pathogenesis posits that when increased
metabolic demand due to depolarizing events (eg, spreading depolarization or epileptiform activity) exceeds the
blood supply due to ischemia or vascular dysfunction
(eg, large- and small-vessel vasospasm, microthrombosis,
inflammation, or inverse neurovascular coupling), a mismatch in neuronal metabolism occurs. This mismatch
might cause epileptiform activity to progress toward and
limit recovery from spreading depolarizations,30 triggering toxic intracellular changes, additional depolarizing
events, and ultimately neuronal death, infarction, and
disability.
Although using the entire battery of prespecified
EEG features produced the best predictions, late appearing epileptiform abnormalities were especially strong predictors of DCI. This new finding, together with the
experience that seizures occur later following SAH than
after other neurocritical care illnesses,33 raises the possibility that some DCI cases may reflect seizures detectable
by invasive but not scalp electrodes.34 Another consideration is that secondary ischemic brain injury may
both cause and be caused by epileptiform activity via
either spreading depolarizations or direct metabolic
strain.11–14,35 Biophysical models of ischemia suggest epileptiform discharges may arise from selective ischemic
vulnerability of inhibitory neurons, yielding disinhibition
of glutaminergic pyramidal cells and a feed-forward cycle
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of excitation.36 The current study raises the hypothesis
that preventing DCI might be possible in some cases by
pharmacologically suppressing epileptiform EEG abnormalities or by augmenting cerebral perfusion and oxygen
delivery.
EEG changes predicted DCI despite pathology that
was often severe at admission (early infarcts, intracerebral
hematoma, etc), which can disturb EEG recordings such
that detecting further deterioration might seem difficult
(ie, a “floor” effect). Nevertheless, our findings suggest
that both low- and high-risk patients do usually first
exhibit EEG deterioration prior to developing DCI.
Several limitations apply to our study. First, we
were only able to evaluate the diagnostic performance of
the index test among patients undergoing sufficient
cEEG. However, the composite admission risk score and
its subscores were not systematically associated with the
probability of undergoing the index test itself (see Supplementary Table S2). Moreover, we have shown through
stratified analysis that EEG deterioration predicted DCI
independent of the composite admission risk score.
These findings suggest that our results are unlikely to be
biased by excluding patients who did not undergo sufficient EEG monitoring. Although patients not undergoing the index test had a high rate of undergoing early
WLST, this did not occur in those undergoing the index
test, possibly due to the requirement of cEEG lasting
beyond this 3-day period. Second, interventions in
response to EEG changes were not standardized. Nevertheless, we found no evidence that state transitions (baseline to alarm, or alarm to DCI) were caused by changes
in antiseizure, anesthetic, or vasopressor medications.
Third, this was a single center study, although our findings are concordant with prior retrospective studies.8,9 To
ensure consistent application across centers in the future,
a curriculum and certification test may help ensure uniform implementation, interrater agreement, and replication. Fourth, we did not perform routine neuroimaging;
imaging was performed at clinicians’ discretion. This limitation is partly balanced by the observation that DCI
does not entirely overlap with imaging findings; some
patients have clinical worsening without radiologic infarction, potentially due to successful interventions,3 whereas
others have silent radiologic infarction.37 Fifth, we did
not routinely perform invasive EEG, and could not
detect seizures lacking manifestations in scalp EEG34,35
or cortical spreading depolarizations,38 which may underlie DCI events. Sixth, the latency from EEG alarm to
DCI exceeded 2 days in 50% of cases. Our data do not
discriminate between a biological explanation for such
prolonged latencies such as an early presymptomatic
phase of DCI versus a more mundane explanation,
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delayed bedside recognition of DCI due to coma. Seventh, it is possible that information from cEEG reports
increased the vigilance of the neurocritical care team documenting neurologic examinations. However, DCI was
not determined by the clinical team; rather DCI was
determined by blinded investigators employing strict criteria for focal neurologic changes, persistent GCS
decline, and radiologic infarcts. Additionally, most DCI
events occurred >36 hours after an EEG alarm, suggesting that EEG alarms did not influence examination
findings. Similarly, EEG more accurately predicted DCI
events than TCD velocities, which were also available to
treating clinicians. Sharing of information in the opposite
direction through awareness of clinical changes by the
clinical neurophysiology team is not a possible source of
bias; EEG alarms were required to precede clinical and
radiologic DCI events to be considered true positive predictions. Eighth, treating physicians may have prevented
DCI in some cases by modifying treatment following
EEG alarms. However, our institutional guideline recommended treatment for DCI, not for cEEG alarms in isolation. Additionally, if clinicians did treat cEEG alarms,
then the excellent performance statistics we found for
cEEG are conservative; interventions following alarms
that prevented DCI would have produced false alarms.
Finally, although prior literature suggests that DCI triples
the odds of poor long-term outcomes,2 we did not independently investigate the impact of DCI detected by
cEEG on long-term outcome; rather, our study was limited to assessing the diagnostic accuracy of cEEG for predicting DCI.
Delayed diagnosis of DCI remains a major challenge in SAH management. Evidence supports the concept of hemodynamic or endovascular rescue therapy,3
but clinical efficacy depends critically on early detection.
Our data suggest that reliance on serial neurologic examinations and vascular studies, the current standard of care,
could lead to delays and missed opportunities for medical
intervention, while failing to measure additional pathophysiologic mechanisms that result in neuronal injury.
cEEG monitoring might enable more timely identification of impending DCI before irreversible injury ensues,
focusing clinical interventions and clinical trials on
patients at greatest risk of secondary brain injury and
poor long-term outcomes.
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